1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

In the first months of life infants acquire significant knowledge about the world, which allows them to form expectations about their environment, and guide their interactions with their surroundings. A major aspect of this knowledge is recognizing objects and their interactions ([@b0365]). An essential and extensively studied component of this capability is forming categories of spatial relations between objects, such as occlusion (A is behind B), support (A is on B) and containment (A is inside B) ([@b0010], [@b0045], [@b0105], [@b0110], [@b0150], [@b0260], [@b0285], [@b0430]).

In the current work we describe a computational model that learns about 'containment', one of the earliest spatial relations to be learned ([@b0110], [@b0145], [@b0150], [@b0160], [@b0320], [@b0420]), and a range of related notions, such as 'support' ([@b0105]) and 'cover' ([@b0145], [@b0420]). This learning is obtained in the model fast and without supervision, relying only on perceptual processes that are present in the first months of life.

As summarized below ([Section 2.1](#s0015){ref-type="sec"}), studies of infants' ability to recognize and categorize spatial relations between objects have shown that selective responses to containment events emerge as early as about 2.5 months of age, and continue to develop through a characteristic sequence of stages. The two main goals of the model are to provide an explanation for infants' ability to learn complex concepts such as containment early and without guidance, as well as the natural order of concepts acquisition. The ability to learn complex concepts visually in an unguided manner goes beyond current highly successful computational models, which learn in a supervised manner, using large data sets of supplied labeled examples ([@b0220], [@b0235]). In contrast, the current model is able to acquire the visual concept of 'containment' and related relations by 'merely looking', and it naturally goes through stages in the observed developmental trajectory. It recognizes first dynamic occlusion events, and then generalizes to static images ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). It distinguishes between 'behind', 'in-front' and 'inside' relations, and can tell apart 'tight' and 'loose' fit ([@b0100], [@b0105], [@b0160]). Learning 'support' relations ([@b0055], [@b0105], [@b0145]) is more difficult in the model and emerges only later ([Figs. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}F and [4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}F). The model deals with related concepts (e.g. 'cover' ([@b0145], [@b0420])) and predicts developmental steps that can be tested empirically ([Section 3.3](#s0045){ref-type="sec"}).Fig. 1'Containment' developmental stages. (A) Dynamic input. Short temporal sequences depicting (top to bottom): 'in-front', 'behind' and 'inside' events. (B) Static input. Single-frame images of (top to bottom): 'in-front', 'behind' and 'inside' relations. (C) 'Tight' (top) and 'loose' (middle, bottom) fit. (D) High-angle view (contained object is not occluded by the container). (E) 'Cover' relations. (F) 'Support' relations.

The focus of the model is on learning from visual experience, which normally plays a major role in the first months of life. As purposeful manipulation and interaction with the environment develops, haptic perception and motor manipulation can also contribute to the acquisition of 'containment' relations, and can lead to the acquisition of spatial relation concepts even in the lack of vision ([@b0065], [@b0225]). These multimodal aspects will not be considered here, but they should be included in a full model of learning spatial relations. The model also focuses on the perceptual ability to recognize and categorize aspects of containment, such as distinguishing between 'containment' and other spatial relations such as 'behind', or responding differently to container and non-container objects. In addition to such perceptual categorizations, infants exhibit from an early age capacities to perform some forms of physical reasoning, for example, expecting objects to continue to exist when they become hidden from view in an \'inside\' relation, or expecting an object to be transported with the container when the container is moved to a new location. With additional experience, physical reasoning extends to include predictions that are more complex, for example, expecting that an object will not be successfully inserted into a container when its width is too large compared with the container\'s opening. Detailed knowledge and physical reasoning about containment continue to develop with experience, and adults eventually form a rich conceptual representation of containment-related notions, which play a role in their understanding of physical and biological properties and processes (e.g., how the cell-membrane functions as a 'container' ([@b0115], [@b0125])). Perceptual processes and physical reasoning are often inter-dependent, but the current focus is on the perceptual abilities; physical reasoning processes and cognitive aspects are for the most part beyond the scope of the current model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A survey of related studies, both psychological and computational, is presented in [Section 2](#s0010){ref-type="sec"}. In [Section 3](#s0025){ref-type="sec"} we present our model that learns about 'containment' and related concepts, fast and without supervision, relying only on perceptual processes that are present in the first months of life. Details of the model\'s algorithmic implementation are described in [Section 4](#s0075){ref-type="sec"}. The data used for experimental evaluation of the model and evaluation results are described in [Section 5](#s0140){ref-type="sec"}. Finally, we discuss the results and implications of this study in [Section 6](#s0205){ref-type="sec"}.

2. Related work {#s0010}
===============

2.1. Behavioral studies {#s0015}
-----------------------

Behavioral studies have accumulated evidence that infants begin to detect and respond specifically to containers and containment events already about 2.5 months of age ([@b0150]), which is about as early as occlusion has been demonstrated ([@b0010], [@b0045], [@b0260]). Infants at this age distinguish 'inside' from 'in-front' and 'behind'; and containers from simple non-container objects ([@b0150]).

Additional aspects of containment continue to develop over time: By 4 months, infants develop sensitivity to width information, showing surprise when a wide object becomes fully hidden inside a narrow container; between 4 and 6 months, they distinguish between loose and tight containment ([@b0095], [@b0105], [@b0110], [@b0350], [@b0425]), and between 6.5 and 7.5 months they develop sensitivity to the relative height of the container and an inserted object ([@b0145], [@b0155]), which is later than showing sensitivity to relative height for occlusion events ([@b0050]). Interestingly, support relation is generalized to novel objects later than containment ([@b0090], [@b0105]), as is 'in between' ([@b0325]).

Studies of the earliest stages of selective responses to containment (up to about 6 months of age) have focused on a dynamic setting, showing an object being gradually inserted into a container. The reliance on visual motion in the early development of containment is consistent with a broad range of studies showing that the motion of objects in the image plays an important role in early object perception. Infants show ability to track moving objects from birth ([@b0175]), and initially use motion as a basic cue for grouping ([@b0355]). At the age of about two months, infants use common motion, as well as accretion and deletion cues at object boundaries, to group visual stimuli into distinct coherent objects and for separating them from their background ([@b0135], [@b0180], [@b0195]). At around 5 months, accretion and deletion cues also provide information for the estimation of relative depth between surfaces in dynamic scenes ([@b0135], [@b0410]). Selective responses to containment in dynamic scenes is soon followed by selective responses to containers and containment configurations in static scenes ([@b0005], [@b0155], [@b0425]).

With respect to depth perception, the role of depth cues in the early acquisition of containment relations has not been studied in detail. Effective binocular depth perception emerges around 4--5 months of age, and static pictorial depth cues emerge later ([@b0200], [@b0440]). Depth cues could provide useful information, but do not appear crucial for the early learning stage. The model presented below does not depend directly on depth perception, but depth information could be naturally incorporated into the model (e.g., in the delineation of objects boundaries).

Additional aspects of containment continue to develop over the following several months. Starting around 5 months, infants are sensitive to tight-fit versus loose-fit containment relations ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}C), and appear to understand the motion restriction of a contained object inside a container as imposed by the width differences between the contained object and the container's cavity ([@b0100], [@b0105], [@b0160]). At about 6 months infants begin to generalize a dynamic containment event seen from a low-viewing angle, to a high-view angle event, where the contained object is not occluded by the container ([@b0110]) ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}D). The acquisition of 'support' relation between two objects develops later ([@b0015], [@b0020], [@b0105]). Finally, it has also been observed that categorical containment relations (e.g. containers as an object category, or inside vs. behind) are first learned between familiar objects, and only later generalize to novel objects ([@b0105], [@b0110]).

2.2. Computational studies {#s0020}
--------------------------

A number of computational studies have addressed the problem of recognizing complex spatial relations including containment. In general, state-of-the-art computer vision methods, including deep neural network models, find the problem of identifying containers and containment events challenging, due to the high variability in the appearance of containers and contained objects and materials, even when annotated labels are provided for the training examples.

Several studies have addressed the problem of recognizing spatial relations, including support and adjacency, but without addressing concepts related to containment. For example, models by [@b0330], [@b0345], have used detailed depth information extracted from binocular vision or provided by depth sensors, to identify and analyze contact regions of object surfaces, from which the relations are then inferred.

A more recent study has addressed containment relations using simulations of 3D objects, including both containers and non-containers ([@b0245]). The model uses physical simulations of dynamic events, such as random collisions between two rigid objects, to estimate the probability of containment relations between the two. Physical simulations using objects with known 3-D shape were also used in ([@b0415]), to consider a planning problem: given an object and a set of containers, select the best container to use for transferring the object from one location to another. These models provide means for explaining the physical meaning of containment concepts, but they are not used to account for the early development of containment concepts.

Containment relations in a 3D scene were also examined in a model by [@b0250], in the context of videos depicting people interacting with objects and moving them from one location (e.g. a box) to another (e.g. a refrigerator). Containment relations are inferred primarily by tracking agents and their interaction with an object over time (e.g. moving an object from the box to the refrigerator), rather than by analysis of the spatial relations between the container and the inserted object. The model provides a representation that can keep track of both visible and contained objects over time, and is not related directly to the early acquisition of containment concepts.

Computational models have also shown how non-visual modalities can contribute to the learning of containers and containment. For example, a study with a robotic system has shown how interactions with objects can use manipulation and acoustic signals, combined with vision, to divide the objects into containers and non-containers, and learn to recognize such categories visually ([@b0140]).

3. The model {#s0025}
============

3.1. Overview {#s0030}
-------------

In this section, we describe the model and how it learns about containment and containers fast and without supervision, relying on perceptual processes that are already present in the first months of life. The model goes naturally through stages, which appear in infant learning, recognizing first dynamic occlusion events, and then generalizing to static images ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). It distinguishes between 'behind', 'in-front' and 'inside' relations, and can tell apart 'tight' and 'loose' fit.

Learning in the model extends to related spatial relations, in particular 'cover' ([@b0420]) and 'support' ([@b0015], [@b0090], [@b0105]). The model explains why these relations present additional difficulties to the learning process, and makes predictions about developmental steps that can be tested empirically.

The focus of the model is on learning from visual experience, which normally plays a major role in the first months of life. During learning, the model is exposed to videos and images, and it acquires on its own and in a natural order an early version of a set of concepts related to containment.

### 3.1.1. Paradoxical occlusion as a teaching cue {#s0035}

How can relatively complex and abstract concepts related to containment be learned without guidance, by being visually exposed to relevant containment events?

We suggest that the learning of containment and related relations is guided internally by teaching signals, which are present already at the onset of the learning process. As shown by the model, in both dynamic and static visual input, containment can be identified as an instance of \'paradoxical occlusion\', defined as a situation where an object *O*, which occludes a second object *C,* is at the same time also occluded by *C* ([Fig. 2B and 2C](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Typically, an occlusion relation between two objects goes in one direction: one object either occludes, or being occluded by, the second object ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}A). This simple ordering is violated in a paradoxical occlusion situation.Fig. 2Occlusion, paradoxical occlusion and containment. (A) Simple occlusions. (Top) An object (1) is in front of, and occludes a second object (2), or (bottom) is behind, being occluded by (2). (B) Dynamic containment occurs when a switch in boundary ownership (orange arrow) between (1) and (2) signals a dynamic 'paradoxical occlusion', where the boundary switches fromoccluding (2) to being occluded by (2). (C) Static containment at a low view is detected as a static \'paradoxical occlusion\', where (1) occludes (2) and (2) occludes (1) along different parts of the common boundary between them. (D) Static containment at a high view: the common boundary is owned by (1), separating it from the 'back' region of (2). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

It is known that during early visual experience infants develop the ability to segregate a scene into distinct objects, and determine occlusion relations between them ([@b0195], [@b0205], [@b0280]). Our model suggests that the occurrence of an unusual paradoxical occlusion event is noted by the system and serves as an early internal signal for containment configurations, which then get elaborated by additional learning. The model demonstrates that paradoxical occlusion serves as an efficient and reliable internal guidance, which leads to the learning of containment and related notions in a human-like manner, and based on similar initial capacities. In [Section 3.2](#s0040){ref-type="sec"}, we briefly describe the visual capacities included in the model prior to the onset of learning about containment. [Section 3.3](#s0045){ref-type="sec"} then describes the sequence of stages that the model goes through, guided by paradoxical occlusion, and using the pre-existing capacities. The full pipeline of the model, including all the required computations, is illustrated in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}. Detailed account of the model, its training, and technical details of its algorithmic implementation are subsequently described in [Section 4](#s0075){ref-type="sec"}.Fig. 3Schematic summary of all the computations included in the model. Red frames indicate dynamic (video) rather than static scenes. Top: the background capacities (*C1-C6*) applied to the familiarization videos (detailed illustration of the capacities is shown in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). Optical flow is computed for the input, and then capacities *C1-C6* are applied to create a representation of the input. The capacities are shown on the right, later capacities added on top of earlier ones. Bottom: recognition processes at three stages -- dynamic, static at low view, and static at high view (detailed illustration of the recognition process is shown in [Figs. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}A--D, [7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}). Dynamic: the algorithm detects a switch in boundary ownership. Static: the algorithm detects mixed boundary ownership. High-view: the algorithm detects that all boundaries are within the container's back region. Right column: Detected boundary ownership in the output is indicated in blue (object) or in red (container). In high view, the container's detected front region is indicated in red, and the back region in orange. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

3.2. Capacities of the model {#s0040}
----------------------------

The model includes a number of perceptual capacities, which are assumed to develop over time in the visual system at an early age, and support the acquisition of containment concepts. These capacities are listed as *C1*-*C6* below, to make explicit what are the assumptions built into the model. As can be seen, they are all processes dealing with object segregation and boundary detection, starting from moving objects and generalizing to static scenes. The different capacities are listed briefly, together with the empirical evidence supporting their role in the visual system at an early age, when containment concepts are acquired. More details about their specific algorithmic implementation in the model are described separately in [Section 4.1](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}. A visual summary of the capacities appears in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 4Capacities of the model. Each capacity is added incrementally to all previous ones. (A) Figure-ground segmentation of moving regions (motion direction indicated by the green arrow). The model constructs and stores a simple representation of the region (in blue), based on the region's low-level features. (B) Detection of familiar regions in a static scene. Based on the representation obtained in (A), the model can detect a familiar region (in blue) and separate it from its background in a static scene. (C) Detection of boundaries and their ownership at motion discontinuities. The model detects object boundaries of a moving region (motion indicated by the green arrow) by identifying motion discontinuities (red contours), and determines 'ownership' direction (red arrows) of the boundary (which side belongs to the object). The model extends the representation of the moving region in (A) to include the ownership along its boundaries. (D) Detection of internal boundaries of a moving region (motion indicated by the green arrow). Such internal boundaries are typically produced at a container's rim. The model represents the internal boundary as a part of the object (boundary ownership direction indicated by red arrows). (E) Detection of familiar boundaries in a static scene. Based on the representation in (C, D), external and internal boundaries of familiar objects can be detected in a static scene. (F) Detection of familiar internal regions in a static scene. In a container, based on (B-E), the model can discriminate between the 'front' (blue) and 'back' (red) sides separated by the internal boundary. The 'front' side is the region owning the internal boundary. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

*Capacity C1: Figure-ground segmentation of moving regions*. When a region in the image moves against a stationary background, it is separated from the background based on its motion, and the model constructs and stores a simple representation of the region, based on low-level features included in the region ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}A, [Section 4.1.1](#s0085){ref-type="sec"}; ([@b0175], [@b0355])). A model lacking this capacity will not be able to segregate moving objects from the background and effectively construct object representations.

*Capacity C2*: *Detection of familiar regions in a static scene*. Based on the representation obtained in capacity *C1*, the model can detect a familiar region and separate it from its background in a static scene ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}B, [Section 4.1.2](#s0090){ref-type="sec"}; ([@b0280], [@b0290], [@b0300], [@b0355], [@b0370])). Lacking this capacity, the model will not be able to segregate object regions from the background or another object under occluding conditions in a static scene.

*Capacity C3*: *Detection of boundaries and their ownership at motion discontinuities*. The model detects object boundaries of a moving region by identifying motion discontinuities, and determines 'ownership' direction of the boundary (which side belongs to the object; ([@b0135], [@b0180], [@b0435])). The model extends the representation of the moving region to include the ownership along its boundaries ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}C, [Section 4.1.3](#s0095){ref-type="sec"}). Lacking this capacity, the model will not be able to assign correctly the ownership to the boundaries of moving objects, and therefore will have limited ability to distinguish between occluding and occluded objects.

*Capacity C4*: *Detection of internal boundaries of a moving region*. The boundaries detected in capacity *C3* are the bounding contours, separating the moving object from the background. This is extended next to the detection of motion discontinuities within the region of an object, as internal boundaries. Such internal boundaries are typically produced at a container's rim. The motion signal is weaker at these internal boundaries compared with the external ones (because the motion difference across the boundary is small; [Section 4.1.4](#s0100){ref-type="sec"}), and therefore the model includes them as a later stage. The model represents the internal boundary as a part of the object. ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}D, [Section 4.1.4](#s0100){ref-type="sec"}; ([@b0030], [@b0035])). Lacking this capacity, the model will not be able to extract internal object boundaries along the cavity of a moving container, and therefore will have limited ability to distinguish between containers and non-containers, which do not have a cavity.

*Capacity C5*: *Detection of familiar boundaries in a static scene*. The detection of external and internal object boundaries is based originally on motion discontinuities. Based on the representation in capacities *C3*, *C4*, external and internal boundaries of objects can subsequently be detected in a static scene ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}E, [Section 4.1.5](#s0105){ref-type="sec"}; ([@b0210], [@b0370])), starting with familiar objects, or familiar simple shapes, and gradually generalizing to novel ones ([@b0290], [@b0295], [@b0300]). The extraction of boundaries, as well as segmentation and occlusion in general, appear earlier in development for familiar objects, and later generalize to novel objects. In terms of the containment model, we focus on the stage of familiar objects, but when the generalizations above take place, they will also naturally allow the containment model to generalize to novel objects. Lacking this capacity, the model will not be able to detect and analyze object boundaries in a static scene, including common borders between objects under occlusion, and therefore will have limited ability to distinguish between different occlusion conditions, such as 'behind' and 'inside'.

*Capacity C6: Detection of familiar internal regions in a static scene*. In a container, based on capacities *C2-C5*, the model can discriminate between the 'front' and 'back' sides of the internal boundary. The external bounding boundary of an object, detected in capacity *C3* above, separates the object as a whole from its background. In a similar manner, an internal boundary divides the object region into two sub-regions, separated by the boundary ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}F, [Section 4.1.6](#s0110){ref-type="sec"}; ([@b0210])). The 'front' side is the region owning the internal boundary. Lacking this capacity, the model will not be able to distinguish between the front and back regions of a container, and therefore will confuse high-containment and in-front relations.

3.3. Stages of recognition {#s0045}
--------------------------

In this section, we describe how the model develops to gradually acquire notions related to containment and containers. The description is divided into a sequence of stages, which make explicit the cues and capacities used by the model to acquire the relevant notions without requiring external guidance. The description focuses on the main principles driving the process, and a more detailed description of the algorithmic implementation follows in [Section 4.2](#s0115){ref-type="sec"}. The succession of stages is summarized visually in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}.

### 3.3.1. Recognizing dynamic containment {#s0050}

The model's initial and simplest recognition stage of containment relations between objects (as well as 'in-front', 'behind'), relies on motion information in dynamic displays, presented during training and testing. These dynamic displays are similar to dynamic scenarios used in studies of the earliest specific responses to containment relations in infants ([@b0045], [@b0145], [@b0420]). Under these conditions, the model is first presented with brief familiarization video sequences of moving objects (both containers and non-containers; see Supplementary Data S3, S4 for sample videos), from which it learns to detect the objects' regions in subsequent test videos, even when one of them (e.g., the container) is stationary ([Section 3.2](#s0040){ref-type="sec"}, capacities *C1, C2*). Following familiarization, the model is presented with dynamic containment and occlusion events: an object is being moved by hand, to be placed in-front, behind, or inside a container. In such a dynamic sequence, when an object *O* is inserted into a container *C*, at the moment when a 'containment event' takes place (entering a cavity in the container *C*), object *O* turns from progressively occluding *C* to become partly occluded by *C*, signaling a paradoxical occlusion, which is specific to containment relations ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B). This event is detected by a switch in boundary ownership ([Section 3.2](#s0040){ref-type="sec"}, capacity *C3*), from being owned by the moving object to the stationary container. When this switch occurs inside region *C* rather than at its boundary, it identifies unambiguously the container *C* and the contained object *O* ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}A). In a 'behind' relation, the occlusion relation does not switch -- C consistently occludes O (the boundary between them is owned by C). Similarly, in an 'in-front' relation, the occlusion relation also does not switch, and the boundary is consistently owned by the moving object *O*.Fig. 5Schematic illustration of the computations used by the model. (A-D) Learning to identify 'containment' relations (bottom row), 'in-front' (top), and 'behind' (middle). Between the object and the container, boundaries marked in blue are owned by the object and in red by a container. (A) Identifying containment in dynamic input. Each row represents a dynamic event, depicting an object placed (top to bottom) 'in-front', 'behind', or 'inside' a stationary object. The model segments the objects (colored regions), detects the motion boundary between them, and detects the switch from 'blue in-front of red' to 'red in-front of blue'. (B) Detecting 'containment' in static images (two examples, bottom). 'Paradoxical occlusion' is detected along the common border, where the object is in front of the container (at the blue boundary) but behind it at the rim (red boundary). (C) 'Loose' vs. 'tight' fit is measured by the fraction of the detected boundary (solid-red) relative to the full length of the internal boundary (dotted-red). (D) High-angle view: The container's region is segregated into 'front' (red) and 'back' (orange) regions, separated by the internal boundary. Detection of 'containment' is extended to include occlusion (blue boundary) confined to the 'back' region. (E) 'Cover' relation (when the internal part, i.e. the back region, is invisible) and 'support' (in F) are related to containment, but in the model they require additional learning and predicted to appear at later stages. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

### 3.3.2. Recognizing static containment {#s0055}

The next stage in the model is the ability to recognize containment relations (as well as 'in-front' and 'behind') not only in dynamic events, but also in static scenes ([@b0005], [@b0155], [@b0425]). The extension that makes this possible is the ability to recognize external and internal object boundaries in stationary scenes.

Object boundaries are learned originally from motion discontinuities. They include the external object boundaries, and, for a container, also an internal boundary γ (at the container's rim), which is a characteristic part of a container ([Figs. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}C, [4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}B; [Section 3.2](#s0040){ref-type="sec"}, capacities *C3, C4*). The main addition to the model, listed as capacity *C5* above, is the ability to recognize, in a static image, the boundaries of objects observed during a familiarization stage, together with their boundary ownership (the boundary side belonging to the object). The boundary between objects specifies their occlusion relations: the object that owns the boundary occludes the object on the other side ([@b0130], [@b0135], [@b0435]). In a static scene, paradoxical occlusion is signaled not by a dynamic switch in boundary ownership, but by conflicting occlusion relations between the two objects. The conflicting cues arise along different parts of the common boundary between the container *C* and the inserted object *O* ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}B). A part of the common boundary is owned by the object *O*, and another part, along *C*'s internal boundary, is owned by the container *C*. Similar to the dynamic case, the container *C* both occludes and is being occluded by *O*, signaling a 'containment' relation. Similar to the model, infants are sensitive to the internal boundary at the rim of a container. When the back of a box is removed, transforming the internal boundary between the front and back of the box from an internal to external boundary, infants no longer interpret the box as a container, but rather as an occluder ([@b0270]).

The relation of in-front/behind between image regions induces at this stage three types of relations between an object and a container: object in-front, object behind, and paradoxical occlusion. The empirical evidence shows that at about the same time, these classes of object relations become associated with predictions about an expected object location, in the following way. When an object is placed behind a container, a motion of the container will reveal the occluded object. In contrast, when the relation is a paradoxical occlusion, a motion of the container will transport the object with it. Infants were shown to look longer at 'surprising' events, when these predictions are violated; for example, when an object is inserted into a container, but then becomes revealed when the container moves, rather than being transported with it ([@b0145], [@b0420]). This use of the different spatial relations to predict outcomes such as 'reveal' or 'transport' caused by the container motion, is an early example of associating meaning with the newly formed categories of spatial relations, similar to the notion of 'Quinian bootstrapping' in concept learning ([@b0085]).

### 3.3.3. 'Tight' versus 'loose' fit {#s0060}

A distinction that follows in the model is between 'tight' and 'loose' containment relations, which infants are sensitive to ([@b0100], [@b0105], [@b0160], [@b0350]). In a containment event, an object O can either fit tightly inside a container C, or it may occupy only a part of C's cavity, and may be free to move within it ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}C). Discrimination between tight and loose static containment is based in the model on the internal boundary of the container ([Section 3.2](#s0040){ref-type="sec"}, capacities *C4*, *C5*) and the object regions on its two sides ([Section 3.2](#s0040){ref-type="sec"}, capacity *C2*), extracted automatically during the familiarization stage. The model produces a measure of the containment 'tightness' based on the proportion between the total length of C's internal boundary, and the length of the common part of the internal boundary, shared between C and the inserted object O: containment is tight if β, the boundary between the object and container, and the rim γ are similar in size, and loose if β is significantly smaller ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}C). This stage depends, therefore, on the reliable detection of C's internal boundary through most of its length. In analogy with the model, infants develop sensitivity to the relative width of the inserted object compared with the container cavity width at about 4 months, and it is higher at this age than their sensitivity to height comparisons ([@b0145], [@b0155]). Interestingly, the difference between width and height judgments appears to persist in some form into adulthood, and can be detected under challenging conditions, where occluded or contained objects slightly change their width or height, while invisible during a dynamic occlusion or containment event ([@b0385]).

### 3.3.4. Recognizing static containment from a high view angle {#s0065}

High-angle containment ([@b0095], [@b0110]) is more difficult in the model than a low-view configuration, because the object *O* is no longer adjacent to the internal boundary γ, and is not occluded by the container ([Figs. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}D and [2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}D). Therefore, an additional capacity is required for this configuration. In the model, high-view containment is identified by using the internal boundary to divide the container region into sub-regions ([Section 3.2](#s0040){ref-type="sec"}, capacity *C6*, [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}F and [5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}D). In the early stage, an object in the image is represented by a single region, ([Section 3.2](#s0040){ref-type="sec"}, capacities *C1-C4*). Subsequently, internal object boundaries are detected ([Section 3.2](#s0040){ref-type="sec"}, capacities *C4, C5*). The addition of an internal boundary naturally breaks the single object region into two regions joined along the internal boundary. For dealing with high-view angle, the model uses the natural representation of the two sub-regions, 'front' and 'back' of a container, discussed in [Section 3.2](#s0040){ref-type="sec"}, capacity C6 above (simple objects, without an internal discontinuity, are still represented by a single region). High view containment is detected when all the common borders between *O* and *C* are owned by *O*, and separate O from the 'back' region of *C*.

In the refined representation, instead of a single region, the container is now composed of two regions, separated by the internal boundary. In this representation, the object can be in-front of the container in different ways: it can be in front of the container's Front region only, Back region only, or both. One of these, when the object is in front of the Back region only, naturally corresponds to high-view containment. In the model, the relation of high-view containment will be confused initially with in-front relation (which is in fact correct as well, since the object lies in front of the container\'s regions behind it). Connecting this new high-view configuration to 'containment' requires in the model an additional learning stage, which can be supported in two ways. First, the high-view and low-view containment configurations are similar in terms of boundary ownerships along the object-container common border, and one can transform to the other with a small change in the observer's view direction. Second, similar to low-view, a motion of the container in high-view will transport the object with it. Learning to predict the object motion, which infants are sensitive to ([Section 3.3.2](#s0055){ref-type="sec"}), will therefore result in treating low-view and high-view containment in a similar manner. The model's prediction that high-view containment comes at a later stage than low-view is consistent with the known data ([@b0110]). However, since high-view containment has not been tested in the past at ages as early as low-view, the prediction remains to be tested more fully in future studies.

### 3.3.5. Extensions to related concepts: Support and cover relations {#s0070}

In the model, the 'support' ('on-top') relation ([Figs. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}F and [4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}F; ([@b0055], [@b0105], [@b0305])) is more difficult than containment since the discontinuity boundary γ, present in containers, is replaced in this case by a convex object edge. Our simulations show that an extended capacity is required for detecting this boundary. Briefly, the surface boundaries of a supporting object have no depth discontinuity (only a discontinuity in surface orientation), making them significantly more difficult to detect by motion discontinuities ([@b0030], [@b0265])*.* The model suggests that the acquisition of 'support' relation is delayed relative to 'containment', because its learning depends on the reliable detection of the convex internal boundary.

A cover relation ([@b0150], [@b0420]) ([Figs. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}E and [4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}E) is similar to containment (in both, object *O* is partially inserted into a cavity in *C*), and can therefore be learned in a similar manner. However, this learning in the model will depend crucially on whether the internal discontinuity γ at the covering object's opening rim, is made visible during familiarization ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}), since this discontinuity is required for perceiving the hollow cavity of the covering object. The model predicts that low-view 'containment', high-view, and 'support' will be acquired in this order, and that 'cover' will be learned spontaneously, provided that the rim γ will be visible during familiarization, but will not be learned otherwise at this stage. The prediction can be tested empirically, by a small but crucial modification to experiments conducted by [@b0420], which showed that infants are able to recognize covering events already at 2.5 months. We predict that a similar experiment, but without a dynamic presentation showing the rim of the covering object at the beginning of the trial, will fail to demonstrate a consistent distinction between 'cover' and 'in-front' relations.Fig. 6Figure-ground segmentation. Analysis steps for a simple, non-container object (top) and a container (bottom). (A) Two consecutive frames from a familiarization video sequence. (B) Computed optical flow between the two frames using ([@b0390]). Direction and magnitude are represented by hue and saturation respectively. The container both translates down and wiggles (see arrows). (C) Motion discontinuities are computed from local gradients of the optical flow. (D) Figure-ground segmentation for the two types of objects: (top) a simple object is separated from the background by an external boundary; (bottom) a container has in addition two sub-regions separated by an internal boundary at the container's rim. Later, the hand is separated from the object using an additional image of the object at rest without the hand holding it.

4. Model implementation {#s0075}
=======================

This section is divided into two parts: the first describes the algorithmic implementation of the capacities incorporated in the model. The second describes the implementation of how the capacities are used by the model at different stages, to make increasingly complex judgements about containment relationships. The model implementation is designed to allow some robustness to variations in object and background appearance. Nevertheless, limitations at this age in view-direction and illumination invariance can have an effect on testing results when there are large differences in viewing directions and illumination conditions between familiarization and test conditions. Additional limitations are unreliable computations of optical flow on smooth or reflecting object surfaces, and noisy computations of motion discontinuities along fuzzy or ragged object boundaries. Source code of the model's implementation is included as Supplementary Data S1, S2.

4.1. Algorithmic implementation of the model\'s capacities {#s0080}
----------------------------------------------------------

Described below are the algorithms implementing the model's capacities, which deal with motion computations, segmentation and regions representation, at an increasing level of detail. The implementation uses primarily existing computer vision schemes, which perform similar basic computations (see [Appendix A](#s0220){ref-type="sec"} for details), although their specific implementation may be different from the biological one.

### 4.1.1. Figure-ground segmentation of moving regions {#s0085}

The model applies a standard optical flow computation ([@b0070], [@b0390]) between each pair of successive video frames in the input sequences, to evaluate the motion in the scene. Moving regions are then separated from the background ([@b0080], [@b0165], [@b0170], [@b0315]), and their boundaries are identified as loci of discontinuity (or sharp transition) in image motion (([@b0130], [@b0310], [@b0335], [@b0380], [@b0395]); [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}). Local motion discontinuities are detected using directional gradients of the optical flow ([@b0060], [@b0405]). Internal boundaries between figure sub-regions do not participate in the segmentation process at this stage. The model produces a representation of the moving figure region. The object representation uses a so-called star model ([@b0120]), which is a configuration of local regions surrounding a common center. Each region includes a description of its local appearance ([@b0255]) its segmentation mask, and its offset from the object center ([@b0120], [@b0130], [@b0190], [@b0240]). The object center is determined at the first familiarization video frame as the center of mass of object pixels. Object models were learned from videos where a grasping hand was moving the object. In order to separate the hand from the learned object model, we detect the object once in a reference image that contains the object without a hand.

### 4.1.2. Detection of familiar regions in a static scene {#s0090}

The method used above for representing an image region ([Section 4.1.1](#s0085){ref-type="sec"}), is also used for detecting a similar region in a new image ([@b0120], [@b0130], [@b0240]). The model is tolerant to occlusion and moderate scale changes, and can robustly detect partially occluded objects when located in-front, behind or inside other objects in the scene ([Figs. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}A and [5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}B). Given a static image, local appearance descriptors ([@b0255]) are densely extracted throughout the image. For each descriptor, the model retrieves the *k* nearest neighbors (*k*-NN) from the learned object model. Each neighbor votes for the location of the object center with a relative weight proportional to its learned predictive accuracy. The image location with the highest total votes is detected as the object center ([@b0120]). To segment out the object region (and subsequently its boundaries), the model projects back the figure-ground masks associated with the image features at the corresponding offset from the detected center ([@b0130], [@b0240]). The model's segmentation capability develops with the different stages starting with a single object foreground region in the first stage, and including the object external and internal boundaries, and 'front' and 'back' regions at later stages. The model is tolerant to object scale differences of about ±10% (which could be extended with additional training), with respect to the familiarization scale, and therefore can robustly detect objects that appear closer or further away relative to their distance from the camera during familiarization, when located in-front, behind or inside other objects in the scene.Fig. 7Increasing detection abilities in the model. (A) Detection of familiar dynamic and static regions ([Section 3.2](#s0040){ref-type="sec"}, capacities *C1, C2*) - containers (red region) and simple objects (blue region). (B) Detection of boundaries ([Section 3.2](#s0040){ref-type="sec"}, capacities *C4, C5*) - external in simple objects (blue lines) and both external and internal (at the rim) in containers (red lines). (C) Detection of container's sub-regions ([Section 3.2](#s0040){ref-type="sec"}, capacity *C6*) - 'front' (red region) and 'back' (orange region) separated by internal boundaries at the container's rim (the simple object is in blue). Presented are the spatial relations "in-front", "behind" and "inside" at the last three rows (top to bottom, respectively). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

### 4.1.3. Detection of boundary ownership at motion discontinuities {#s0095}

We use motion cues to assign, for each pixel along a motion discontinuity, the direction of the region that 'owns' the boundary ([@b0395]). The owner region is defined as the neighboring region that moves together with the boundary ([@b0435]). The algorithm computes the image motion on the two sides of the motion boundary, denoted by *V~1~*, *V~2~*. It also tracks the displacement of the motion boundary itself, *V~b~*. Ideally, the velocity of the owning region should match the measured velocity of the boundary (since the boundary is the edge of the moving region, [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}). The algorithm therefore computes \|\|*V~1~*-*V~b~*\|\|, \|\|*V~2~*-*V~b~*\|\|, and the owner is identified by the side that produces the smaller magnitude; the magnitude itself is used as a confidence score. The local confidence scores computed for determining the boundary owner are integrated along small boundary segments ([@b0215]).Fig. 8Boundary ownership computation. (A) A patch of pixels in the first frame, showing a segment of the motion boundary in black. (B) Motion fields on the two sides, along strips parallel to the boundary (bottom strip in red; top strip in green). Arrows show the optical flow *V~1~* and *V~2~* in these strips. (C) The motion boundary in the second frame (solid black) has been displaced from its previous position (shaded region) according to the motion *V~b~*. This motion of the boundary is more similar to the motion *V~1~* of the top region (green arrows) than to *V~2~*, and therefore, the boundary is owned by the top region ([@b0395]). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

### 4.1.4. Detection of internal boundaries of familiar moving regions {#s0100}

Based on the algorithms described in [4.1.1](#s0085){ref-type="sec"}, [4.1.2](#s0090){ref-type="sec"}, the object is separated from the background along its external boundaries. The internal boundary at a container's rim is detected as a motion discontinuity boundary during the dynamic familiarization stage, similar to [Section 4.1.3](#s0095){ref-type="sec"} above. However, the internal motion discontinuity is typically noisier and harder to detect compared with external boundaries (since the depth-difference across the boundary is smaller). This stage ([Section 4.1.4](#s0100){ref-type="sec"}) is therefore reducing noise by integrating measurements along the detected discontinuities. In our implementation, the model segments the object from the background, using all the motion discontinuities detected (both external and internal). The segmentation follows ([@b0275], [@b0340]), but where the boundaries are motion discontinuities rather than intensity edges. The method produces initially a so-called 'over-segmentation', which consists of a relatively large number of small regions that are compatible with the detected boundaries.

Next, regions separated by low boundary ownership measure (see [Section 4.1.3](#s0095){ref-type="sec"}) are iteratively merged until there are two regions left. A high discontinuity measure between the last two regions indicates that the object consists of 'front' and 'back' regions separated by an internal boundary. Finally, the model produces a representation of the internal boundary similar to the representation of external boundaries in [Section 4.1.2](#s0090){ref-type="sec"} (the internal boundary separates between two sub-regions of the object rather than between the object and background; [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}D).

### 4.1.5. Detection of familiar internal boundaries in a static scene {#s0105}

Based on [Section 4.1.4](#s0100){ref-type="sec"} the detection of the internal boundary separating two object sub-regions in a static scene, uses the same algorithm applied to locate external boundaries, separating figure from background regions ([4.1.1](#s0085){ref-type="sec"}, [4.1.2](#s0090){ref-type="sec"}; [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}B).

### 4.1.6. Detection of familiar internal regions in a static scene {#s0110}

The internal boundary along the rim naturally divides the container's region into two sub-regions, 'front' and 'back' ([Figs. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}F, [5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}D and [6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}D). Based on the algorithms described in [4.1.3](#s0095){ref-type="sec"}, [4.1.4](#s0100){ref-type="sec"}, during the familiarization phase, the model discriminates between the front and back regions of a container separated by an internal boundary at the container's rim ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}D). The two sub-regions become a part of the object model. Using this representation, the model uses the algorithm used to detect regions and boundaries in a static image ([4.1.1](#s0085){ref-type="sec"}, [4.1.2](#s0090){ref-type="sec"}, [4.1.4](#s0100){ref-type="sec"}, [4.1.5](#s0105){ref-type="sec"}), to detect also the front and back regions in a static scene.

4.2. Algorithmic implementation of the model\'s stages {#s0115}
------------------------------------------------------

Described below are the algorithms implementing the model's recognition processes at the different stages, i.e. how the model uses the evolving capacities to make increasingly complex judgments about containment relations.

### 4.2.1. Recognizing dynamic containment {#s0120}

The algorithm tracks the moving boundary between two object regions in the image, R~1~, R~2~, which have been learned during the familiarization period. The algorithm computes boundary ownership at each pixel along the moving boundary ([Figs. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B, [4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}C and [5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}A); since the ownership measurements can be noisy, they are integrated over 200 ms, and the direction of ownership is determined by a majority vote. The model detects a paradoxical occlusion (a containment relation) when ownership direction switches from R~1~ to R~2~ between two consecutive time windows. Furthermore, this switch signals that the final owner, R2, is the container. To increase noise robustness, the final detection also requires a minimal difference between the fraction of the common border owned by each object (set empirically to 0.4), and a minimal length of assigned boundary (set to 30 pixels) on average per frame.

### 4.2.2. Recognizing static containment {#s0125}

Static containment is detected by paradoxical occlusion: the simple object *O* occludes the container *C*, and it is also occluded by *C* at the internal boundary ([Figs. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}B, [2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}C, [5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}B). Since the internal boundary is partially occluded on one side by the inserted object, the detection algorithm is applied separately to the two sides of the boundary. Paradoxical occlusion is detected based on the simultaneous detection of opposing occlusion relations along the common borders between *O* and *C* ([4.1.2](#s0090){ref-type="sec"}, [4.1.4](#s0100){ref-type="sec"}, [4.1.5](#s0105){ref-type="sec"}, [4.1.6](#s0110){ref-type="sec"}). In our implementation, decision was based on a measure of the paradoxical relation defined by:$$\mathit{Paradoxical}ratio = \frac{min\left( {o,c} \right)}{o + c}$$where *o*, *c* are the number of border pixels owned by *O* and *C* respectively, along their common borders.

### 4.2.3. Measuring containment 'tightness' {#s0130}

In a containment event, the model extracts the entire length of the internal boundary of the container *C* and the length of the common part of the internal boundary shared between *C* and the inserted object *O*. The model then produces a continuous measure of the containment 'tightness' based on the proportion between the two lengths. A measure close to 1 (similar lengths) indicates a 'tight' fit, and a low measure (the common boundary between *C* and *O* is small compared with the full internal boundary of *C*) indicates a 'loose' fit.

### 4.2.4. Recognizing static containment from a high view {#s0135}

In a high view, the object is entirely surrounded by the container's 'back' region ([Figs. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}D and [5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}D). Using the capacities *C1, C2, C4-C6* ([Section 3.2](#s0040){ref-type="sec"}), the model detects the objects' regions and boundaries in the static scene, including the container's front and back regions. The model assigns a boundary ownership to all the common borders between the simple object *O* and the container *C*. The model detects high-view containment when all the common borders between *O* and *C* are owned by *O*, and separate O from the 'back' region of *C*. By analyzing the local ownership along the common borders and the 'front'/'back' regions, the model separates containment from 'in-front' and 'behind' relations. The model does not require supervision to learn high-view containment, but instead finds this new relation based on clustering of occlusion relations*.* To this end, the model uses the four possible local occlusion relations between the object *O* and the container's (*C*) front and back regions: *O* occludes *C*'s front region, *O* occludes *C*'s back region, *C*'s front region occludes *O* and *C*'s back region occludes *O*. The model applies a normalized histogram of the number of boundary pixels over the four types of local occlusion relations to classify among four types of object-container spatial relations. The histogram creates four clear distinct clusters, corresponding to: *O* is in front of *C*, *O* is behind *C*, *O* is inside *C* (and also occluded by *C*) as seen from a low view, or *O* in inside *C* (and is not occluded by *C*) as seen from a high view. In our experiments, we used a K-means clustering with K = 4 to classify the spatial relations.

5. Experimental evaluation {#s0140}
==========================

Our model uses evolving capacities to make increasingly complex judgments about containment relationships. To demonstrate and evaluate the model\'s recognition capabilities at the different stages, we used a set of natural videos and images showing containers and simple objects at multiple spatial relations. The representations in the model are learned automatically and without supervision by introducing the objects to the model using unlabeled familiarization video sequences ([Section 5.1](#s0145){ref-type="sec"}). We demonstrate how the learned representations can be used to perform complex judgments about containment relations including discriminating between container and non-container (simple) objects, and classifying occlusion relations including 'in-front', 'behind' and 'inside' ([Section 5.2](#s0165){ref-type="sec"}). Source code of the computational experiments described in this section is included as Supplementary Data S1, S2.

5.1. Video and image datasets {#s0145}
-----------------------------

Data for the model consisted of familiarization video sequences, and test data included both videos and static images. The familiarization video sequences were used to introduce the participating objects to the model. We used the test data to evaluate the model's performance in detecting containment along with related relations ('behind', 'in-front', 'on-top'; [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 9Examples from the test dataset. Examples from images used for testing the model, depicting different spatial relations ('in front', 'behind', 'inside', 'on-top') between various objects and various containers from multiple views.

The videos and images (640 × 360 pixels) were taken with a stationary camera from two viewpoints: a low viewing angle, where objects were partially occluded when placed inside a container, and a high viewing angle, where objects were fully visible inside a container ([Figs. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}A, [1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}D and [9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}). Objects used in the experiments included seven containers (a wooden box, 3 baskets and 3 card boxes), and five non-container objects, termed 'simple' objects (stuffed animals). For support ('on-top') and cover relations, we used two containers, but with their open side facing down ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}E and [1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}F).

### 5.1.1. Data for familiarization sequences {#s0150}

Short video sequences were presented to the model prior to testing, and were used by the model to learn about the participating objects, by detecting object boundaries and separating the objects from the background (see Supplementary Data S3, S4 for sample familiarization videos). Similar familiarization episodes are used routinely in infant experiments for introducing the participating objects to the infants ([@b0040], [@b0095]). Each video introduced a single object being moved by a hand against a static background. We also used an image of the object at rest, without a holding hand, to separate the hand from the object. The motion included some wiggling, which made the motion boundary at the container rim easier to detect ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}). For each object there were 2--4 sequences, with a total duration of 2 s for simple objects and 8 s for containers.

### 5.1.2. Data for dynamic test sequences {#s0155}

Short video sequences (total of 176 events) were used for testing the automatic detection of dynamic containment events ('inside', 59 events) and distinguish them from occlusion events ('in-front' or 'behind', 57 and 60 events, respectively; see Supplementary Data S5-S7 for sample test videos). Each video depicted a stationary container and a moving object being placed inside, in-front of, or behind the container. The videos were taken from a low-viewing angle. Each test video was one second long.

### 5.1.3. Data for static test images {#s0160}

Single-frame images were used for testing the detection of different spatial relations between objects in a static setting. Each test image showed a simple object 'inside', 'in-front' or 'behind' a container. Test images included both low (176 images) and high viewing angles (175 images). There were 351 static test images in total, for different object-container pairs, different spatial relations and the two viewing angles ([Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}).

5.2. Experiments and results {#s0165}
----------------------------

### 5.2.1. Containers vs. non-containers {#s0170}

Containers have an opening or a cavity, through which other objects may be inserted into them. We tested whether it is possible to discriminate between container and non-container (simple) objects, based only on the initial model capacities (i.e. motion segmentation and boundary ownership at motion discontinuities), and without any labeled examples. We examined all objects in our dataset (both simple and container objects, [Section 5.1](#s0145){ref-type="sec"}). Each frame image of the familiarization videos ([Section 5.1.1](#s0150){ref-type="sec"}) is segmented by the model, separating moving regions from the background. An internal boundary within the object is detected using the border score (used to determine boundary ownership) between the last two segments in the segmentation process as a measure of depth discontinuity contours within the object ([Section 4.1.4](#s0100){ref-type="sec"}).

We compared the scores from all video frames for each object. These scores lead to a perfect distinction between container and non-container objects (1-tailed two-sample *t*-test, t(1048) = 14.18, p \< 10^-6^; [Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 10Discrimination between container and non-container objects. Container and non-container (simple) objects are discriminated without any labeled examples. In videos of moving objects, based on the initial capacities of the model, containers and simple objects are well-separated by the measured evidence of boundary ownership at motion discontinuities inside the moving object regions.

### 5.2.2. Recognizing containment in dynamic scenes {#s0175}

Following familiarization, we applied the model at its first, dynamic stage ([Section 3.3.1](#s0050){ref-type="sec"}) to the test video sequences ([Section 5.1.2](#s0155){ref-type="sec"}). The model correctly identified 91% (160 out of 176) of the test dynamic events (distinguishing 'containment' from 'occlusion'), based on a measure of a boundary ownership switch ([Section 3.3.1](#s0050){ref-type="sec"}), which occurs in containment events but not in simple occlusion events (2-sample tailed *t*-test, t(174) = 20.14, p \< 10^-6^, [Fig. 11](#f0055){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 11Recognizing containment in dynamic scenes. (A) Containment is detected by a switch in boundary ownership from the inserted object to the container. The boundary ownership score indicates the owner of the common border between a container and non-container (simple) objects. During a simple occlusion event (left), one of the objects maintains ownership throughout the event. However, during a containment event (right), the common border switches ownership between the simple object and the container, signaling a paradoxical occlusion. (B) The model computes an 'inversion score' for boundary ownership, and uses it to detect containment. The boundary ownership inversion score measures the confidence level of a boundary ownership switch during a dynamic event. Containment (blue triangles) is well separated from occlusion (red discs) by the detection threshold (dotted line). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

### 5.2.3. Recognizing containment in static scenes at a low-view {#s0180}

Following familiarization, we applied the model at the low-view static stage ([Section 3.3.2](#s0055){ref-type="sec"}) to the test images ([Section 5.1.3](#s0160){ref-type="sec"}*,* low-view images). At this stage, the model correctly identified 89% (157 out of 176) of the test static scenes (distinguishing between 'contained' and 'not-contained'), based on a measure of conflicting occlusion cues along the common boundary between two objects ([Section 3.3.2](#s0055){ref-type="sec"}). These conflict cues arise from a paradoxical occlusion, which is present in containment scenes but not in simple occlusions scenes (two-sample tailed *t*-test, t(174) = 13.27, p \< 10^-6^, [Fig. 12](#f0060){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 12Recognizing containment in static scenes. In a static scene, paradoxical occlusion is detected by the model directly (applying a simple threshold) from the simultaneous detection of opposing occlusion relations along the common borders between a container and a non-container (simple) object, when some border parts are owned by one object, while other parts are owned by the other object. The opposing occlusion relations are measured by the ratio between the length (number of pixels) owned by one of the objects and the total number of pixels (along the common borders).

The classification threshold for this measure, was set empirically to 0.16 and was fixed for all experiments (results were insensitive to the threshold in the range 0.1--0.5).

### 5.2.4. Tight vs. Loose fit {#s0185}

Since we did not have objective 'ground truth' for tight and loose fit, we evaluated the performance of the model in distinguishing \'tight\' and \'loose\' fit between objects and containers, by comparing the tight/loose judgments produced by the model ([Section 3.3.3](#s0060){ref-type="sec"}) with judgments produced by five human adults for the same test images. (Subjects were asked to judge between 'tight' vs. 'loose' fit in the static test images, thereby producing scores in the range 1--5.) The judgments of 'loose' and 'tight' produced by the model (in the range \[0, 1\]) were found to be correlated with the human judgements (Pearson r = 0.71, p \< 10^−6^). The results show that the manner, in which the algorithm extracts and uses boundary information from visual cues, is similar to the human tight/loose fit visual judgements ([Fig. 13](#f0065){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 13Tight vs. loose fit in containment events by the model compared with humans. (A) Containment \'tightness\' is measured by the ratio between the length of the common border (along the internal boundary of the container) shared with the inserted object, and the length of the entire internal boundary. A ratio close to 1 (similar lengths) indicates a 'tight' fit, while a low ratio indicates a 'loose' fit (B) The judgments of 'loose' and 'tight' fit produced by the model are correlated (R^2^ = 0.51) with the judgements of five human subjects, suggesting that the manner in which the algorithm extracts and uses boundary information from visual cues, is similar to humans' \'tightness\' judgement.

### 5.2.5. Recognizing containment in static scenes at a high-view {#s0190}

Following familiarization, we applied the model at the high-view static stage ([Section 3.3.4](#s0065){ref-type="sec"}) to the test images ([Section 5.1.3](#s0160){ref-type="sec"}). The model at this stage identified correctly 82% (144 out of 175) of the high-view test images, as well as 82% (288 out of 351) of a mixture of both low and high-view test images.

### 5.2.6. Extensions to related concepts: Support and cover relations {#s0195}

The detection of object boundaries learned at motion discontinuities along the container's rim is essential for recognizing a containment relation. Similarly, the detection of object boundaries on the surface of a supporting object is essential for recognizing a support relation. These two types of object boundaries arise from different kinds of discontinuity ([@b0265]): contours of depth discontinuity at the container rim (occlusion contours), vs. contours of discontinuity in surface orientation, e.g. along the internal edges of a box (or even no discontinuity, for a smooth supporting object).

We tested computationally which type of contours produces stronger motion discontinuities. For this purpose, we compared the detection confidence score ([4.1.3](#s0095){ref-type="sec"}, [4.1.4](#s0100){ref-type="sec"}) of motion discontinuities along edges of a box, that could be convex (solid boxes) or concave (open boxes; [Fig. 14](#f0070){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 14Containment vs. Support. (A) Object boundaries along a container rim are highly detectable by the model from motion flow at motion discontinuities. (B) In contrast, object boundaries on the surface of a supporting object are not detectable from motion flow. These two types of boundaries arise from different types of surface discontinuity: contours of depth discontinuity at the container rim (occlusion contours), vs. contours of discontinuity in surface orientation, e.g. along the internal edges of a box. Arrows indicate the objects rotation. Color maps at bottom show the computed gradient of the optical flow: bright colors show high gradients along contours of motion discontinuity. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

We simulated short video sequences of rotating synthetic 3D cubes (both concave and convex) with 10 different textures. The mean confidence score for the concave (container) cubes (M = 2.37, SD = 1.76) was significantly higher (two-sample tailed *t*-test: t(11,798) = 85.68, p \< 10^−6^) than the mean confidence score for the convex (closed box) cubes (M = 0.28, SD = 0.64; [Fig. 14](#f0070){ref-type="fig"}). The relative difficulty in detecting convex internal boundaries makes the detection of support relation more difficult in the model compared with containment relations. Since the detection of the internal object boundaries is crucial for identifying containment, cover and support relations, this difficulty in detecting the internal boundaries is likely to contribute to the relative delay in acquiring support relations in human vision.

Taken together, the results show that, equipped with simple initial capacities, the model acquires successfully a range of containment related concepts, in an unsupervised manner, and with relatively limited exposure to training stimuli.

### 5.2.7. Known failures of the model {#s0200}

Failures of the model arise primarily from two sources. One source of failure is limitations of the early processing of motion and boundaries. For example, failure to detect motion discontinuities due to heavy shadowing or weak motion signals. The second source of failures comes from particular, non-generic configurations, such as a tight-fit containment, in which the contained object completely occludes the back part of the container.

6. Discussion {#s0205}
=============

Concepts related to spatial relations in general and containment in particular are a fundamental component of human cognition, and they play a useful role in reasoning about a broad range of physical phenomena ([@b0125], [@b0360]). Their acquisition in early development raises a number of basic questions: how can they be acquired early and without supervision? why is containment, which computationally appears abstract and complex ([@b0245], [@b0445]), acquired before other relations, and what causes the particular time trajectory of its acquisition? The current model shows how containment concepts can emerge early and without explicit supervision, and in a predictable order. The main mechanism that allows this learning is the detection of paradoxical occlusion, and its use for guiding the learning process. The ability to detect and pay attention to paradoxical occlusion can be expected in early developmental stages, when infants rapidly learn to detect object boundaries and establish occlusion relations ([@b0010], [@b0260]). The paradoxical occlusion signal then provides internal implicit supervision, and guides the system to acquire gradually a range of useful containment-related concepts.

The model makes predictions about the acquisition order (on high-view, [Section 3.3.4](#s0065){ref-type="sec"} and cover, [Section 3.3.5](#s0070){ref-type="sec"}), which could be tested in future studies. High-view containment categorization comes later than low-view in the development of containment relations (around 6 months, ([@b0110])). In the model, this requires an extension of occlusion detection from paradoxical occlusion to the configuration of occluding an object's back part. The model suggests that at an early age (prior to capacity *C4*, [Section 3.2](#s0040){ref-type="sec"}), high-view containment should be confusable with an in-front relation (since the object occludes the container, before a distinction into 'front' and 'back' regions is made). With respect to cover, the model predicts that a small change in the stimuli presentations used in the past ([@b0420]) will lead to an inability to distinguish 'cover' from 'in-front' relations ([Section 3.3.5](#s0070){ref-type="sec"}).

At an early stage (prior to capacity *C6*, [Section 3.2](#s0040){ref-type="sec"}), when the container is represented in the model as a solid region rather than a set of separable front and back regions, the sensitivity to paradoxical occlusion incorporated in the model, may be a special case of violating an expectation, since unlike simple occlusion, in paradoxical occlusion two opposing occlusion relations exist between the same two objects. Consistent with general developmental processes ([@b0375]), this unexpected configuration can enhance the learning of containment relations and their implications.

Detecting static paradoxical occlusion may be aided by depth information ([@b0185], [@b0370]), which was not used by the current model. However, binocular vision ([@b0075]) and pictorial depth perception ([@b0200]) evolve gradually starting at a few months of age, and their contribution to early stages of containment learning is likely to be limited. The model focuses on early stages of learning to identify containers and containment; reaching a comprehensive understanding of concepts related to 'containment' at an adult level ([@b0125]) is likely to develop over an extended period, and to incorporate non-visual components, including sensory-motor manipulation.

At a general level, the model uses internal implicit supervision to guide the learning process, unlike external guidance by labeled training examples. A similar strategy of using simple internal signals, typically motion based, and consistent with infants' early capacities, have been proposed for several other learning tasks, which appear at a surprisingly early age, including general object segregation ([@b0130]), and the recognition of hands and direction of gaze ([@b0400]). Biologically, the automatic use of specific teaching signals to guide learning may be based on an appropriate pre-existing general patterns of connectivity between cortical regions which gradually develop to acquire specific functional specializations ([@b0025]). For example, in the containment case, the models suggests a pattern of connectivity between regions dealing with segregation and ordinal depth, to regions involved with objects and their properties, such as the ability to predict the location of hidden object behind or inside containers ([@b0150]).

The mechanism of using internal implicit supervision to guide learning is likely to have broader application in other cognitive domains, because it serves two highly useful and general roles. First, it alleviates the need for supplying extensive external supervision, and second, it can guide the learning process to extract concepts that are meaningful to the observer, even if they are not by themselves highly salient in the visual input. Such aspects of cognitive learning discovered in infants can conceivably be adapted for use by future machine learning systems, which currently often rely on large annotated data sets supplying external supervision ([@b0220], [@b0235]), and focus on image structures that are statistically salient ([@b0230]).

In the current model, the internal guiding signals were incorporated in the model prior to the learning stage. An intriguing alternative for future studies is to develop more extended learning methods, which cover both evolutionary and individual aspects. Such a process would use prolonged unsupervised training to discover on their own useful guiding signals, which can subsequently support fast unsupervised learning from experience.

Appendix A. Computer vision algorithms {#s0220}
======================================

**Optical flow** is the pattern of apparent motion of objects, surfaces, and edges in a dynamic visual scene caused by the relative motion between the observer and the scene. Computational optical flow methods calculate the motion vector between two successive video frames at every image (pixel) location ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}B; ([@b0070], [@b0390])).

**Motion segmentation** is the process of separating regions, features, or trajectories from a video sequence into coherent subsets of space and time. Motion segmentation techniques provide labels to these coherent image regions, which undergo different and independent motion patterns, and correspond to moving objects in the scene ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}D; ([@b0080], [@b0165], [@b0170], [@b0315])).

**Boundary detection at motion discontinuities** uses motion difference between adjacent image regions to determine the boundary between the regions. The computation of the motion difference involves both spatial and temporal aggregation of the optical flow. These boundaries at motion discontinuities may be combined with static occlusion information to better fit object boundaries. Boundary ownership is assigned to adjacent regions by comparing the optical flow at boundary points and at the regions ([Figs. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}D, [8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}; ([@b0130], [@b0310], [@b0335], [@b0380], [@b0395], [@b0060], [@b0405])).

**Part-based object detection models** represent an object category by a set of object parts under mutual geometric constraints. For simplicity, the "star-model" object representation consists of a configuration of local regions surrounding a common center. Each region is represented by a set of image features describing local appearance (e.g. the SIFT descriptor ([@b0255])), a segmentation mask assigning a single label to all image pixels inside the region, and a geometric offset from the object center ([@b0120], [@b0130], [@b0190], [@b0240]).

To detect an object in an image, local appearance image features are densely extracted throughout the image. For each feature, the object model retrieves the k nearest neighbor (k-NN) features from the learned representation. Since in the model, features are associated with local segmentation masks and offsets from the object center, each neighbor votes for the location of the object center with a relative weight proportional to its learned predictive accuracy. The object center is detected at the image location with the highest total votes. The object region and its boundaries are segmented out by projecting back the local segmentation masks associated with the image features, at the corresponding offsets from the detected object center ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}).
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